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Abstract: In this paper, the characteristics and potential removal of direct yellow ARLE 

(DYA) dye by using coconut palm shell-based activated carbon (CPS-AC) were assessed. 

Both kinetic and equilibrium experimental data were obtained from a series of DYA dye 

sorption experiments. All the sorption experiments were performed in closed batch system 

under constant temperature and stirring speed, at the predetermined pH of initial solution. 

The kinetic mathematical models of pseudo-first order, pseudo-second order, Elovich and 

intra-particle diffusion model were used in order to better interpret the adsorption kinetics 

phenomenon. Equilibrium data were described by applying the isotherm models of 

Langmuir, Freundlich, Tóth, Sips and Khan. The best description of DYA sorption 

equilibrium data was achieved for the Langmuir isotherm model, reaching a maximum 

adsorption capacity of 100 mg·g
-1

. Finally, the DYA dye adsorption functional groups 

characterizations were successfully accomplished and the results elucidated the most 

important groups linked with CPS-AC surface where molecular interactions could occur. 

Hence, the quantitative evaluation of equilibrium and kinetic experiments of adsorption 

process have demonstrated that the CPS-AC adsorbent was a promising high effective 

adsorbent and its potential can be successfully used for DYA dye removal. 

 

Keywords: Adsorption, Activated carbon characterization, Direct dye removal, Molecular 

interactions, Surface chemistry, Textural properties. 
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Introduction 
Water pollution is an increasing environmental problem and worldwide concern, which 

demands immediate complex solution based not only on scientific willingness. Nevertheless, 

the scientific efforts to solve the environmental problems connected with water pollutants 

continuously increased. One of the most significant pollutant sources is the textile industry, 

which consumes large water volumes during the production process and disposes low 

degradability wastes. This industrial sector generates effluents with several contaminants.  

The composition of effluents includes acids and caustic solids, toxic compounds and several 

dyes. Some of these colored compounds are carcinogenic, mutagenic, teratogenic and toxic 

substances to humans as well as for aquatic species and micro-organisms [2, 37]. Among the 

used dyes by textile industry, direct ones have considerable importance. Direct dyes are 

extremely soluble in water, and are mainly used for dyeing cellulose fibers, such as, cotton, 

viscose, among others [25]. 

 

Due to the low degradability of dyes, conventional biologic treatment methods usually have 

low effectiveness of their removal. Although, there are available many techniques for 

treatment of this type of effluent such as coagulation [29, 34, 54, 65], electrocoagulation  

[10, 49, 79], coagulation-flocculation [20, 40, 43, 69], photo-fenton [48, 50, 51], photo-

catalysis [33, 42, 44, 60, 77], among others. In turn, adsorption processes can be considered as 

an efficient method because of its ease operation, non-toxicity of the adsorbent and high 

pollutant uptake levels. Moreover, the possibility of dye recovery and concentration and 

adsorbent’s reuse in the process by cycles of adsorption-desorption, can bring a practical and 

economic advantage. Key factors affecting the adsorption the process are as follows: nature or 

chemical and textural structure of the adsorbent, solubility, pH of solution, temperature and 

molecular diameter of adsorbate [21, 36, 53, 73]. 

 

Many adsorbents were used in order to improve the dye removal process from water solution 

such as soil [64], fungi [6, 74], sawdust [66], clay [15, 22, 59], wheat straw [63, 76, 78, 81], 

rice straw [12, 13, 23, 28], marine algae [7, 14, 52, 57], sugarcane bagasse [26, 58, 80], 

banana peel [4, 5, 55], orange peel [5, 17], among others. Activated carbon (AC), nowadays is 

the most employed adsorbent having a large number of applications at industrial processes.  

On the contrary of most biosorbents and alternative adsorbents, AC presents high surface 

areas, including microporous, homogeneous structures, besides chemical, thermal and 

radiation stability. Hence, on the base of its properties, AC is effectively utilized as adsorbent 

in large scale at many industrial processes, as well as like catalyst or catalyst support.  

Its adsorptive properties depend essentially on their grain size, porosity, ash content, 

carbonization degree and activation method [16, 24, 30, 41, 53, 61, 72].  

 

Therefore, adsorption processes can be considered as challenging treatment method for the 

removal of wastewater pollutants. It must be noted, that their application depends on the 

specificity of the system adsorbate-adsorbent, which includes the chemical and textural 

characteristics of the AC and the chemical and molecular structure of the pollutant.  

 

In this context, the present study aimed to quantitatively investigate of equilibrium and kinetic 

experiments of adsorption removal process of direct yellow ARLE dye by using AC 

developed from coconut palm shell as an adsorbent. 
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Materials and methods 
The adsorbent used in this work was a granular activated carbon (CPS-AC) produced from 

coconut palm shell (oil palm or Elaeis guineesis) native from Africa. The CPS-AC is a 

microporous adsorbent which general and textural specifications are shown in Table 1. 

 

The dye which was used in the adsorption tests was the direct yellow ARLE (DYA) dye  

(C.I. Direct Yellow 106), with a molecular weight of 1333.10 g·mol
-1

 and stoichiometric 

formula of C48H26N8Na6O18S6. A stock solution of 1000 mg·L
-1

 was prepared with distilled 

water and then diluted for adsorption tests as needed. The pH of solutions was adjusted for 

each test with HCl and NaOH (0.1 mol·L
-1). Initially, the maximum absorbance wavelength of 

the DYA dye was determined by using a Shimadzu UV/Visible-1800 spectrophotometer. 

Molecular absorption spectrophotometric measurements were performed in the spectral range 

between 350-800 nm, where maximum absorbance was observed at the 404 nm wavelength. 

A calibration curve was made by using the following concentrations values of DYA dye 

synthetic solution (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 75 and 100 mg·L
-1

). 

 
Table 1. CPS-AC specifications 

General 

properties 

Activation temperature (°C) 1200 

Iodine number (mg·g
-1

) 885 

Density (g·cm
-3

) 0.57 

Moisture (%) 8.5 

Average diameter (mm) 0.63 

Textural 

properties 

Specific surface area – SBET (m
2
·g

-1
) 575 

Micropore surface area – Smicro (m
2
·g

-1
) 416 

Total pore volume – Vpores (cm
3
·g

-1
) 0.34 

Micropore volume – Vmicro (cm
3
·g

-1
) 0.32 

Mesopore volume – Vmeso (cm
3
·g

-1
) 0.02 

Pore diameter – Dp (nm) 1.2 

 

Adsorbent and dye functional groups characterization 
In order to identify the functional groups present both at the CPS-AC surface and at the DYA 

dye molecule, the samples were analyzed by using a Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FTIR) in step by step analysis procedure: (a) DYA dye, (b) activated carbon (CPS-AC) 

before and (c) after adsorption (CPS-ACA). The FTIR spectra were obtained at mid-infrared 

region (4000-450 cm
-1

) with 64 accumulations (Perkin Elmer – Frontier). In addition to FTIR 

analysis, the DYA dye structure was assessed by simulating its molecular geometry by using 

JSmol (3D render engine) and applying the MMFF94 energy minimization method [27] coded 

in MolView v2.3.3 software. 

 

Preliminary adsorption tests  
Preliminary tests of adsorption process were performed in order to obtain the influence of 

operational parameters values (particle size, pH and stirring speed) on the uptake of the DYA 

dye. Each experiment (in batch mode) was performed in triplicate by using Erlenmeyers 

flasks of 125 mL containing 50 mL of synthetic dye solution and adding 0.3 g of adsorbent. 

After the sorption experiments, samples were centrifuged by 5 minutes at 3000 rpm in order 

to separate the CPS-AC adsorbent from the solution. The dye concentrations in the samples 

were determined by UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 
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In the granulometry tests, the whole amount of CPS-AC adsorbent was separated in three 

particle sizes by using the sieves of 28 (0.589 mm), 35 (0.500 mm) and 80 mesh (0.177 mm), 

respectively. The granulometry experiments were performed for all three granulometric sizes, 

and as well as for CPS-AC adsorbent without granulometric separation. For each test, 50 mL 

solution with initial value of pH = 2 containing 70 mg·L
-1

 of DYA dye were added to 0.3 g of 

adsorbent. Further, the samples were placed in orbital shaker for 48 hours under controlled 

stirring speed (90 rpm) and temperature (30 °C). After each dye adsorption experiment,  

CPS-AC adsorbent was separated by centrifugation under 3000 rpm during 5 minutes.  

The liquid phase of the samples was analyzed by UV-Vis spectrophotometer and the dye 

concentrations were determined. 

 

The influence of initial pH value on dye removal process was evaluated by changing 

solution’s initial pH in the range from 2 up to 12. For each test, 50 mL solution containing  

70 mg·L
-1

 of DYA dye was added to 0.3 g of adsorbent (0.177 mm). Then samples were kept 

for 48 hours under controlled stirring speed (90 rpm) and temperature (30 °C) at orbital 

shaker. After each dye adsorption experiment, CPS-AC adsorbent was separated by 

centrifugation as mentioned above, and further the liquid phase of the samples was analyzed 

by UV-Vis spectrophotometer and the dye concentrations were determined. 

 

Finally, experiments were performed under three different stirring speeds (60, 90 and  

120 rpm) and similar procedure for samples preparing was used as follows. For each test,  

50 mL solution at the initial pH = 2 containing 70 mg·L
-1

 of dye was added to 0.3 g of 

adsorbent (0.177 mm). Samples were transferred to an orbital shaker and the duration of 

adsorption process was 48 hours at constant temperature (30 °C). The CPS-AC separation 

procedure and the DYA dye concentration measurements were performed as described above.  

 

Adsorption kinetics 
The adsorption kinetic tests (in batch system) were performed in triplicate by using 

Erlenmeyers flasks of 125 mL containing 50 mL of synthetic dye solution and 0.3 g of 

adsorbent. The parameters values were as follows: initial pH (2.0), adsorbent particle size 

(0.177 mm) and stirring speed (120 rpm). These working conditions were considered best 

during the preliminary tests. All samples were kept under controlled stirring speed and 

temperature (30 °C) and withdrawn at different pre-determined times. After the adsorption 

experiment, separation of solid phase was performed by centrifugation under 3000 rpm during 

5 minutes. The DYA dye concentration of the liquid phase of the each sample was determined 

by UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The dye uptake was calculated by using the mass balance 

equation presented by Eq. (1). 

 

 
  0  

 
s

V C C t
q t

m


 , (1) 

 

where q(t) is the amount of adsorbed dye per mass of adsorbent at a given time t (mg·L
-1

);  

V is the solution volume (L); C0 is the initial dye concentration of solution (mg·L
-1

); C(t) is 

the dye concentration of solution at a given time t (mg·L
-1

); t is the time of the experiment (h) 

and ms  is the dry adsorbent mass (g). 
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Adsorption equilibrium tests 
The adsorption equilibrium tests (in batch system) were performed in triplicate by using 

Erlenmeyers flasks of 125 mL containing 50 mL of synthetic dye solution with different 

concentrations (from 20 to 500 mg·L
-1

) and 0.3 g of adsorbent. The samples were placed in 

orbital shaker and the chosen time was sufficient in order to reach the equilibrium state under 

the following conditions: initial pH = 2.0 of the solution; adsorbent particle size of 0.177 mm; 

and stirring speed of 120 rpm. After the adsorption equilibrium experiment, separation of 

solid phase was performed by centrifugation under 3000 rpm during 5 minutes. The dye 

concentration of the liquid phase of the each sample was determined by UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer. The dye uptake at equilibrium state was calculated according to the mass 

balance expressed by Eq. (2). 

 

 0  
 

eq

eq

s

V C C
q

m


 , (2) 

 

where Ceq is the dye solution concentration at equilibrium (mg·L
-1

); qeq is the amount of 

adsorbed dye per mass of adsorbent at equilibrium (mg·g
-1

). 

 

Adsorption isotherms 
The well-known adsorption isotherms are models, which evaluated parameters values 

represent the equilibrium phenomenon of a substance uptake from a fluid medium to a solid 

phase, under fixed working conditions (pH and temperature) [3, 45]. Experimental data of 

DYA dye adsorption onto CPS-AC were fitted by applying five isotherm models presented in 

Table 2. The models represent different hypothesis of adsorption process. 

 

Table 2. Adsorption isotherms 

Isotherm Equation Features Reference 

Langmuir 
 

 
1

max eq

eq

eq

q b C
q

b C



 Monolayer adsorption on 

homogeneous surface 
Langmuir [39] 

Freundlich  
n

eq eqq k C  

Empiric model 

applicable to multilayer 

adsorption on 

heterogeneous surface 

Freundlich [19] 

Tóth 
  

 

1

1
T T

max T eq

T

eq

n n

eq

q b C
q

b C





 Multilayer adsorption on 

homogeneous surface 
Tóth [71] 

Sips  
1

n

max S eq

eq n

S eq

q C

b

b
q

C



 

Multilayer adsorption on 

homogeneous surface 
Sips [67] 

Khan 
  

 
1  

K

max eq

e n

K e

K

q

q b C

C
q

b



 Multilayer adsorption on 

homogeneous surface 

Khan, Ataullah 

[32] 

 

Adsorption kinetics models  
The adsorption kinetics models describe the dynamics of mass transfer between fluid and 

solid phases. The most common used kinetic models were applied to fit the data of DYA dye 

adsorption onto CPS-AC and they are presented in Table 3. 
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The mass transfer resistance due to intra-particle diffusion can exert influence on adsorption 

process. This phenomenon can be studied by applying the model proposed by Weber and 

Morris [75], where the constant (C) is related to the boundary layer diffusion and its value is 

evaluated by linear coefficient one. When the intra-particle diffusion is the only limiting step 

of the adsorption process, the intercept value is equivalent to zero, and the linear fit pass 

through the origin. However, three distinct regions are commonly found in the graph of 

kinetic model of intra-particle diffusion, indicating that there is more than one significant 

diffusion stage in the process (i.e. external, macro-pores and/or micro-pores diffusion). 

 

Table 3. Adsorption kinetics models 

Model Equation Features Reference 

Pseudo-first 

order 

 
  1    eq

dq t
k q q t

dt
   

Based on adsorbent  

uptake capacity 

Lagergren 

[38] 

Pseudo-

second order 

 
  

2

2    eq

dq t
k q q t

dt
   

Adsorption/desorption  

rate controls the process 

Blanchard, 

Maunaye [8] 

Elovich 
 

  exp  
dq t

q t
dt

    

Involves chemical 

adsorption process.  

For adsorbents with 

heterogeneous surface 

Low [46] 

Intra-

particle 

diffusion 
    difq t k t C   

Intra-particle diffusion 

resistance influences  

the adsorption process 

Weber and 

Morris [75] 

 

Optimal values of models parameters (kinetics, diffusion and equilibrium) were obtained by 

nonlinear identification procedure by using Origin
®

 8.0 Pro software, with Asymptotic-

Symmetry based method, where the objective function objF  was based on least square 

statistical criterion (see Eq. (3)). 

 

 
2

exp ,obj predF q q   (3) 

  

where qexp and qpred are amount of dye adsorbed at equilibrium determined experimentally and 

predicted by the isotherm model, respectively (mg·g
-1

). 

 

Results and discussion 

Adsorbent and DYA dye functional groups characterization  
The FTIR spectrum of DYA dye (see Fig. 1a) shows that the band at 3460 cm

-1
 can be 

attributed to the N–H stretching. At 2923, 1639, 1455, 1059 and 618 cm
-1 

one can see typical 

vinyl groups (C=C) vibrations present at aromatic rings, which can be constituents of vinyl 

sulfone reactive group of the dye. In addition, a small band at 2854 cm
-1 

can be related to C–H 

stretching. At 1590 cm
-1

 the N=N stretching characterizes the DYA as an azo dye. The band 

at 1480 and 1385 cm
-1

 most likely can be linked to N–H and C–H bending vibrations, 

respectively. Further, at 1354 cm
-1

 a band from S–O stretching, two strong bands at 1183 and 

1127 cm
-1

 and a smaller one at 1078 cm
-1

, which are all vibrations from sulfonate groups  

(–SO3
-
) and also at 618 cm

-1
 from C–S stretching, indicate the presence of the reactive vinyl 

sulfone groups (R–HC=CH–SO3
-
). At 1025 cm

-1
 a band is assigned to C–N stretching.  

In the region from 1000 up to 600 cm
-1

, small intensity bands are related to out-of-plane 
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bending vibrations from aromatic structures. Finally, at 547 cm
-1 

another band is associated to 

the sulfonate groups [9, 56, 68]. 

 

In summary, the infrared bands encountered to DYA dye confirm the molecular structure 

(C48H26N8Na6O18S6), where bond vibrations were found and they related to aromatic rings, 

nitrogen groups (e.g. azo compound), as well as vinyl sulfone and sulfonate groups.  

They most likely can be the reactive groups and also to give anionic character of this dye [35]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 FTIR analysis: (a) DYA dye; (b) CPS-AC and CPS-ACA. 

 

In order to evaluate the molecular structure and dimensions оf DYA dye, a molecular 

mechanics force fields (MMFF94) simulation was performed, based on the energy 

minimization (see Fig. 2). By analyzing the functional groups identified by the IR analysis of 

the DYA dye one may recognize sulfonate; azo; nitrogen and carbonic rings. According to the 

energy minimization method, the approximate 3D geometry оf DYA dye molecular structure 

can be evaluated as follows: longitudinal diameter is 4.0 nm and the latitudinal diameters of 

the front and side view is 1.1 and 0.8 nm, respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Molecular structure of DYA dye: (a) front view; (b) side view. 

 

Moreover, considering the DYA dye composition, 24 H-bond acceptors (A) takes place in its 

structure as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, the six sulfonic groups observed by using IR analysis 

remain in anionic form (–SO3
-
) in solution under acidic pH, making therefore the DYA dye an 

anionic one [15].  
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In addition, the IR spectra of activated carbon before and after the adsorption process are 

shown in Fig. 1b. Firstly, analyzing the CPS-AC spectrum (i) one can see a large band at  

3437 cm
-1

 corresponding to characteristic stretching vibrations of O–H and N–H [1].  

Two bands at 2919 and 2850 cm
-1 

are related to C–H symmetrical and asymmetrical 

stretching. The bands at 1632, 1463 and 1384 cm
-1 

can be associated to asymmetrical and 

symmetrical stretching vibrations of C–O bond, present in carboxylic groups [11, 56].  

At 1164 cm
-1

 the asymmetrical deformation from C–O–C are derived from cellulosic structure 

of the precursor material of the AC [11, 51]. The broad overlapping band in the region 

between 1150 up to 1000 can be also ascribed to C–O vibrations, which can be found in ether, 

ester, phenolic and carboxylic groups [47, 62]. In the region from 900 up to 600 cm
-1

 two 

small bands (874 and 668 cm
-1

) associated to out-of-plane deformation of C–H from aromatic 

structures [70]. Finally, the 520 cm
-1

 band can be related to phenyl ring torsion [56]. 

 

By comparing the CPS-AC and CPS-ACA spectra some slight differences were observed at 

the bands position and intensities, which were confirmed by the low correlation value  

(r² = 0.8413). The bands at 1632 and 1384 cm
-1 

characteristic from the carboxylic groups 

showed a small increase of the area after adsorption process. Furthermore, a more significant 

change in both intensity and shape was observed at the broad band from 1150 up to 1000 also 

related to C–O vibrations, which can be attributed to phenolic and carboxylic groups. 

Therefore, the CPS-ACA results clearly pointed out that the carboxylic groups were the main 

sites responsible to DYA dye adsorption.  

 

Carboxylic groups can frequently act as adsorption sites, due to its reactivity, where strong 

electrostatic interactions may appear, where the pH of the solutions favors the dye sorption 

process. For anionic DYA dye (see Fig. 3), electrostatic interactions between positively 

charged carboxylic (–COOH2
+
) and sulfonate groups (–SO3

-
) most likely could be responsible 

for the adsorption process. Moreover, H-bonds can be formed between carboxylic and 

phenolic groups present at the CPS-AC surface and nitrogenated and oxygenated groups 

taking place in the dye molecule (H-bond acceptors, see Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Structural formula of DYA dye 

 

Additionally, the increased band at 1107 cm
-1

 may be a shifted band associated to the S–O 

stretching in the dye structure, as previously seen at the 1127 cm
-1

 during the DYA dye  

IR analysis. Another difference between the spectra was the appearing of the small band at 

1547 cm
-1

 due to the C=C stretching vibration, which can be attributed to the aromatic rings 

in the dye structure. Finally, the phenyl ring torsion band at 520 cm
-1

 shifted to 514 cm
-1

,  

this modification most probably  indicate that the sorption process may be also driven by van 

der Waals (hydrophobic interactions) besides the electrostatic interactions, although their 

intensity are much lower than electrostatic and H-bonding. 
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Preliminary adsorption tests 
The results from preliminary tests have indicated that the best conditions of adsorption 

experiment were as follows: smaller particle size (0.177 mm), stirring speed of 120 rpm and 

acidic media (pH = 2). The last process parameter has to be considered as a key parameter of 

the adsorption process. The dye uptake by CPS-AC rises with the decreasing of pH solution 

by achieving an approximately removal of 98% at pH = 2. In other words, as pH of dye 

solution decreased, more protons are available in the bulk liquid and the number of negatively 

charged active sites is reduced over the adsorbent surface [18]. This result agrees with  

the observed functional groups identified during the FTIR analysis, where in acidic media the 

carboxylic groups can turn positively charged by attracting the anionic sulfonate groups of  

the DYA dye molecule. 

 

Kinetic tests 
Results from the kinetic experiments of DYA dye adsorption process onto CPS-AC showed 

that a dye removal of 50% was reached within 9 hours. The equilibrium state was established 

after 40 hours of process time by achieving a dye uptake approximately 12 mg·g
-1

. The fit of 

experimental data by the kinetic models (pseudo-first, pseudo-second order and Elovich) are 

illustrated in Fig. 4, and the estimated parameters values are presented in Table 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Direct yellow ARLE dye adsorption kinetics by using CPS-AC  

(Experimental conditions: pH = 2.0, temperature 30 °C, stirring speed 120 rpm,  

particle size 0.177 mm and C0 = 70 mg·L
-1

) 

 

Among the evaluated adsorption kinetic models, Elovich has shown best performance when 

fitted DYA dye adsorption kinetic data. The quantitative analysis of the fit by using Elovich 

model has shown that its correlation coefficient (r
2
) was the highest one, which corresponded 

to the lowest values of objective function ( objF ) and reduced chi-square (χ
2
), respectively  

(see Table 4). 

 

By analyzing Fig. 4 one may conclude that the best graphical interpretation of the adsorption 

dynamics can be considered when applying the pseudo-first order kinetic model in contrast to 

the statistical evaluation (see Table 4). It must be noted, that the final evaluation of the models 

power has to be based on the interpretation of the model parameters values and especially 
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with the value of qeq,model and how the value of this parameter corresponds to the 

experimentally determined qeq,exp. 

 

Table 4. Estimated parameters values of adsorption kinetic models 

Model Parameters Values 

Pseudo-first 

order 

qeq (mg·g
-1

) 

k1 (h
-1

) 

r
2
 

χ
2
 

Fobj 

11.98 

0.1053 

0.9443 

1.2128 

35.17 

Pseudo-second 

order 

qeq (mg·g
-1

) 

k2 (g·mg
-1

·min
-1

) 

r
2 

χ
2
 

Fobj 

13.08 

0.0132 

0.9581 

0.9122 

26.45 

Elovich 

α (mg·g
-1

·h
-1

) 

β (g·mg
-1

) 

r
2 

χ
2
 

Fobj 

8.096 

0.4529 

0.9711 

0.6301 

18.27 

 

The model proposed by Weber and Morris [75] was used in order to evaluate the hypothesis 

of intra-particle diffusion steps taking place in the adsorption process of DYA dye onto CPS-

AC. A plot of dye uptake amount versus the square root of time is assumed to provide a linear 

relation (see Fig. 5), obtaining values of kdif and C (see Table 5). As several diffusion steps 

were assumed to take place during the dye uptake, the plots of q vs t
½
 were separated into 

several linear zones. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Weber and Morris kinetic model 
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Table 5. Estimated parameters values of Weber and Morris kinetic models 

Zone Parameters Values 

I 
kdif,1 (mg·g

-1
·h

-1/2
) 

r
2
 

6.631 

0.9664 

II 

kdif,2 (mg·g
-1

·h
-1/2

) 

C2 (mg·g
-1

) 

r
2
 

1.880 

1.247 

0.9886 

III 

kdif,3 (mg·g
-1

·h
-1/2

) 

C3 (mg·g
-1

) 

r
2
 

1.091 

5.414 

0.9975 

 

Observing Fig. 5, it has to be noticed, that there are three well defined regions at low, 

intermediate and high t
1/2 

ranges. The first zone (0 to 0.5 h
1/2

) is attributed to external surface 

adsorption, where diffusion rate constants have the highest diffusion rate value and boundary 

layer diffusion effect is null (C1 = 0). The second and more extensive zone (0.5 to 5.2 h
1/2

),  

is attributed to macro-pore diffusion, which showed non null boundary layer diffusion and the 

diffusion rate was much lower than that in external diffusion. Finally, the third zone (5.2 up to 

6.0 h
1/2

) is assigned to the micro-pore diffusion, having the lowest diffusion rate and the 

highest boundary layer. Finally, after this step the rate of the process slowed down until 

equilibrium is attained. Hence, the DYA dye adsorption process onto CPS-AC can be 

described as being controlled by particle diffusion, wherein the internal diffusion controlled 

the overall process. 

 

This result is in agreement with the textural properties of the CPS-AC (see Table 1), where 

the adsorbent presents high specific surface area and microporosity values. In this sense, 

besides the surface adsorption step, the overall process will depend on the diffusion of the dye 

molecule from the liquid phase into the porous structure of the AC (i.e. macropores and 

micropores). However, considering the elevated values of micropore surface area (416 m
2
·g

-1
) 

and micropore volume (0.32 cm
3
·g

-1
) of the CPS-AC, the micropores diffusion step (Zone III) 

is considerably short. This behavior can be explained by the large DYA dye dimensions  

(dlong = 4.0 nm, dfront = 1.1 nm and dlat = 0.8 nm) at Fig. 2, when compared to the average pore 

diameter (Dp = 1.2 nm) at Table 1. Therefore, the DYA dye molecule has steric difficulties to 

diffuse into the smaller pores and may not achieve most of the micropores, remaining mostly 

at the macro and mesopore structure of the AC. In this way, the DYA dye adsorption capacity 

by CPS-AC could be improved by augmenting the pore diameter, which could be probably 

done by changing the activation methods and conditions at this adsorbent also by replacing 

the AC precursor raw material. 

 

Equilibrium tests  
Equilibrium adsorption data of DYA dye onto CPS-AC and their fitting by using of 

Langmuir, Freundlich, Tóth, Sips and Khan isotherms are illustrated in Fig. 6. The estimated 

parameter values of these models are presented in Table 6. 

 

Among evaluated adsorption isotherms, Sips was the one that presented best DYA dye 

adsorption equilibrium data, which is proved by the values of r², χ² and Fobj. It has to be 

noticed, that Sips, Khan and Tóth isotherms performed very well and showed very similar 

profiles to the one of Langmuir model. In addition, the values of parameters n, nT and nk, 

considering all cases, are close to unity and this fact give us confidence to reduce these 

isotherms to the Langmuir isotherm representation. In this particular range of experimental 
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study, model profiles cannot be discriminated because the difference of their predictions is 

negligible (see Fig. 6). Hence, one may safely assume that active sites are energetically 

homogeneous and most likely monolayer adsorption take place on adsorbent surface [31]. 

Therefore, Langmuir model can be considered as best isotherm to represent the equilibrium 

adsorption data for the given range of experimental study. The estimated parameters values of 

the Langmuir model were in agreement with other works published in the area and were as 

follows: the maximum adsorption capacity qmax = 101.56 ± 4.79 mg·g
-1

 and affinity constant 

b = 0.044 ± 0.005 L·mg
-1

. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Direct yellow ARLE dye adsorption equilibrium experimental data by using CPS-AC 

(Experimental conditions: pH = 2.0, temperature 30° C, stirring speed 120 rpm,  

particle size 0.177 mm and adsorption time of 48 h) 

 

Therefore, the process involved the monolayer adsorption of DYA dye onto the active sites 

presented on the CPS-AC adsorbent surface, where the carboxylic groups acted as the main 

biding site attracting electrostatically the anionic sulfonate groups of the dye until its 

saturation at acidic pH values. In addition, hydrogen bonds may occur between the oxygen 

and nitrogen in the dye structure and the available hydrogen on the CPS-AC surface  

(e.g. hydroxyl, carboxyl groups). Finally, the hydrophobic interactions may take place,  

as well, among non-polar structures of the CPS-AC and aromatic rings in the DYA dye 

structure. 

 

In spite of the fact that several molecular interactions may occurred during the adsorption 

process leading to an elevated affinity between the CPS-AC and the DYA dye, diffusional 

resistances at the micro-pores of the adsorbent were observed. This phenomenon reflected to  

a limitation of the adsorption capacity of the CPS-AC. Despite of the high removal rates of 

the DYA dye achieved by the used of CPS-AC, the sorption capacity still could be improved 

by increasing the adsorbent’s pore size, focusing on a mesoporous material by other activation 

methods or by applying other biomass as a precursor of AC. 
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Table 6. Estimated parameters values of adsorption isotherms 

Isotherm Parameters Values 

Langmuir 

qmax (mg·g-1
) 

b (L·mg
-1

) 

r
2 

χ² 

Fobj 

101.56 ± 4.79 

0.044 ± 0.005 

0.9803 

13.3514 

146.8 

Frendlich 

k (mg·g-1
) 

n 

r
2 

χ² 

Fobj 

10.45 ± 1.61 

0.468 ± 0.040 

0.9400 

40.6902 

447.6 

Khan 

qmax (mg·g-1
) 

bk (L·mg
-1

) 

nk 

r
2 

χ² 

Fobj 

89.39 ± 39.53 

0.051 ± 0.029 

0.941 ± 0.192 

0.9805 

14.5302 

145.3 

Sips 

qmax (mg·g-1
) 

bs (L·mg
-1

) 

n 

r
2 

χ² 

Fobj 

96.60 ± 9.23 

0.040 ± 0.009 

1.071 ± 0.140 

0.9809 

14.3382 

143.4 

Tóth 

qmáx (mg·g-1
) 

bT (L·mg
-1

) 

nT 

r
2 

χ² 

Fobj 

97.35 ± 32.40 

0.046 ± 0.017 

0.983 ± 0.125 

0.9804 

14.6537 

146.5 

 

Conclusion 
The removal of direct yellow ARLE dye by coconut palm shell-based activated carbon was 

evaluated. Preliminary tests showed higher dye removal yields at stirring speed of 120 rpm, 

particle size of 0.177 mm and initial pH = 2. Under the best removal conditions, it was 

noticed a 40 hours equilibrium time and Elovich model was that one which best represented 

the dye adsorption kinetic data. The overall adsorption process was controlled by the particle 

diffusion inside the porous structure of the CPS-AC, wherein the macroporous diffusion was 

the most significant one. Microporous diffusion of the DYA-dye was limited due to steric 

limitations between the dye molecule size and the average pore size of the adsorbent.  

This fact was confirmed by the molecule structure dimension simulated by energy 

minimization molecular dynamics. Amongst all tested isotherms models, the monolayer 

adsorption behavior was observed as a main phenomenon; therefore, Langmuir isotherm 

represented adequately the dye adsorption equilibrium data by showing qmax of 101.56 mg·g
-1

 

and b of 0.044 L·mg
-1

. By applying the functional groups characterization on the CPS-AC 

adsorbent was possible to identify the main adsorption sites and reactive groups of the DYA 

dye. Consequently, the intermolecular interactions responsible for adsorption process were 

recognized as electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bond and van der Waals forces. Based on 

the complex study and obtained kinetic and equilibrium results, we are confident that the 

application of the AC based on coconut palm shell is a challenging alternative and CPS-AC is 

a promising adsorbent for the removal of direct yellow ARLE dye. On the other hand, 
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complex technical-economical analysis of overall process should be performed in order to 

show the competitiveness of such application. 
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